Difficulty in modeling VKT
Generally, goodness-of-fit is low • R 2 : 0.11 (Train, 1986) (Bhat and Sen, 2006; Fang, 2008; Brownstone and Fang, 2009; Bhat et al., 2009) to incorporate interaction with vehicle type choice
Inaccuracy in observation
• Studies on departure and arrival time (Rietvelt, 2002; Bhat and Steed, 2002) and income (Bhat, 1994a (Bhat, , 1994b Tong and Lee, 2009) assume either uniform distribution or fixed intervals, not applicable to VKT • Heitjan and Rubin (1990, 1991) Methodology (Heitjan and Rubin, 1990, 1991) • VKT
• Relationship between true VKT, y i * and reported VKT, 
